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Would you really want 

to live there?

You might think having a property no one else has advertised is a good
thing – filling a void of what is available. Well,  sometimes that might
work in places where families want to rent and live and they cannot find
anything with a garden or space for children near a good school. 

The reality is that most people renting in the private sector in
Edinburgh are young working people or young students.  You need a
desirable property in a popular location to spark demand or risk waiting
for the right tenant to need your flat. 

Turnover is often key, so don’t be concerned about seeing five flats let in
the last month in the street you are considering – the most sought-after
streets have multiple new apartments advertised every week or month.
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Every landlord wants to get the most out of their
investment. And sometimes there’s a temptation to
look at cutting costs in order to do that. But, before
you’re tempted to head down that path you need to
read the following reasons why investment - and
not cut backs – is the key to success in the long run.
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Scrimping doesn't pay

When we started managing properties in 2008, most Edinburgh
flats were pretty basic with dated kitchens and bathrooms, worn
carpets, cheap furnishings and the landlords’ cast-offs
 
But the PRS (private rented sector) has changed. Tenants never wanted
flats in such basic/poor condition, but they had no choice and just put
up with it, paying extortionate rates for properties in poor condition. 
 
Now demand has grown and so has supply. There is still a bit of a
mismatch but, to get the best tenants, good landlords understand they
need to up their game and provide what tenants demand. Tenants
have grown up with IKEA or John Lewis furniture at home, and they are
demanding the same in their rental property. They’re also more likely to
be settling down for the longer term in a rented property so they
expect more comfort.
 
Yes, you can still rent out your flat in poor condition, but you are less
likely to get a good yield and good dependable tenants that want to
stay. Tenants can leave with 28 days’ notice – and they do just that
when they’re not happy. Rent out a flat with lots of niggly things wrong
with it, and they will leave and find a new, more suitable property,
especially if they have a good job and are the highest calibre tenant. 
 
So, provide the right amount of good quality, as new furniture and
don’t add your old cutlery and pots and pans or pillows or cushions. 
 Tenants are fussier these days and usually prefer empty cupboards
ready for them to bring their own stuff.
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Vetting checks don't tell

the whole picture

Most agents have a vetting system in place, but it is not just about that.
What you need to do is engage with applicants, speak to them and find
out what they are really like. 

Take time to talk on the phone rather than make appointments to an
open viewing. Have individual viewings with them. There’s no need to
interrogate. By just chatting to them about why they are moving, why
they want to rent your flat and who will move in, you can establish
rapport and be able to judge who you want to live in your flat. 

Give them a chance to bring up any poor credit history using a form
before a formal paid-for reference check. If they mention something
before the formal review, it may establish trust and can often mean it is
a minor blip on their record. Check first-tier tribunal cases for evicted
tenants or those who defaulted on rent payments.
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Be a good

landlord 

but don't 

be a pest
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No-one likes a landlord who’s always
coming around. We do inspections
two months after check-in and then
6-monthly unless we spot a
problem. Annually might be better
still to do a maintenance check. But
some agents still go quarterly. 

This can feel overbearing and like an
intrusion for the tenants.  After all,
tenants are renting a home and
should be able to enjoy it as such,
without continual encroachment on
their space.
 
Make your tenants feel welcome
when you check them in. Go
through everything from central
heating to how windows open to
ensure they know how to look after
the property and leave them full
instructions for things like the oven
or burglar alarm.
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Don't be tempted to

push your rent too high
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Every landlord wants to achieve the best yield possible - and property
rental yields in Edinburgh are pretty good. But be careful not to push it
too far and put the very best tenants off. 

If you provide a good property in good condition with the right furniture
and in the right location at the right time it is possible to push the rent
higher than the market average. 

But it’s far better to advertise at a reasonable level and have some choice
of tenants – it’s not just about the one that will pay the rent and can afford
the flat, it’s also about the one you think will look after your property well.
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Cutting corners 

no longer cuts it

Doing everything by the book takes more care and
attention and costs a little bit extra, but it's worth
putting effort in at the start.

Getting the right safety certificates and smoke
alarms in place and any rewiring done before you
spend money decorating or re-carpeting saves
money in the long term. 

Make sure you understand the tenancy agreements
and what you're signing with the tenants. Get a
meticulous inventory prepared with full-colour
pictures and descriptions and make sure you log the
deposit correctly to avoid any disputes.
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Take your risks and 

ratings seriously

Becoming a landlord is complicated, especially when it comes to risks
and regulations. Don’t be tempted to dismiss these as being unnecessary.
You could face prosecution or worse - risking your tenants’ lives.
 
Legionnaires' disease is a potentially fatal form of pneumonia caused by
the inhalation of small droplets of contaminated water containing
Legionella. Hot and cold-water systems can provide an ideal environment
for Legionella to grow. Legionella risk assessments may mean you need
to upgrade or change your heating system if the cold water tank is too
old, has no cover, is fouled, or inaccessible. Hot water tanks can also suffer
from fouling and problems if they are inaccessible or too old.  If you are a
landlord and rent out your property (or even a room within your own
home) then you have legal responsibilities to ensure the health and safety
of your tenant by keeping the property safe and free from health hazards.
We take care of this for Clan Gordon landlords.
 
EPC (Energy Performance Certificate) ratings are becoming critical. A flat
with old electric heating or draughty old windows and no insulation will
often have E or F ratings. Legislation around EPC ratings is much delayed
due to COVID, but by April 2022 it will be illegal to relet a flat below a D
(there are some exemptions where it's not possible to adapt the building).
Many properties will require a new heating system or other energy
efficiency measures to bring them up to standard. It’s worth
remembering that while it may be costly to meet these standards,
renovated flats are in much higher demand than poor condition flats
which are more likely to attract bad tenants or have long voids. Read
more information on EPC ratings here.
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https://scottishlandlords.com/news-and-campaigns/news/update-on-minimum-epc-requirement/


Making letting in
Edinburgh simple 

With vetting processes, legal obligations and financial considerations,
there’s a lot to sort out when you let your own property. Every landlord
has legal and moral obligations. But keeping on top of them when
you’ve other business to juggle isn’t always easy. It can quickly feel
overwhelming without expert advice and support. But being a landlord
doesn’t need to feel such a challenge. Our qualified team will support
you through every step of the process to make sure letting your
property is hassle-free. 
 
Property Management You Can Rely On
You need to know someone is there for your tenants around-the-clock,
in the event anything goes wrong. Whether you have a single property
or a portfolio of investments, we'll ensure you always comply with
regulations. As a Clan Gordon landlord, you can relax knowing your
property is in safe hands.

 
Start Your Letting Journey with Clan Gordon Today
 

1 Schedule A Call - Find out your property’s value and how
to attract the best tenant
 
Become A Clan Gordon Landlord - We’ll draw up the
paperwork and find you some great prospective tenants
 
Relax, We’ll Take It From Here - Enjoy life with peace of
mind your property’s in safe hands
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SCHEDULE 

A CALL
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https://clangordon.co.uk/
https://calendly.com/clan-gordon/15min?month=2020-12

